
Year 2 Information 

Meeting

Thursday 7th December 2017



The Year 2 Team 

 Mrs Hicham (Trainee Headteacher & Phase 

Leader)

 Miss Brackett-Thomas (Year Group Leader & 2E 

Class teacher)

 Mrs Murphy (2F Class teacher)

 Miss Bunting/Miss Stockwell (2H Class teacher)

 Mr Judge (2G Class teacher)



Purpose for Meeting

Share information about:

 the Year 2 curriculum and what the children are 

learning about

 the Assessment arrangements for children at the 
end of Key Stage 1(SATs). 

 the strategies in order to help you support your 

child.  



Year 2 Curriculum



Topic Web



Targets

 Targets are kept at the front of children’s books 

and shared on a daily basis.

 Children know what they must work on in order to 

make progress. 

 Once the teacher has seen evidence of meeting 

a target, the teacher dates it. After seeing it 3 

times, the teacher highlights it. This means that 

the learning is secure. 

http://www.barhamprimary.co.uk/page/?title=Pup

il+Targets&pid=110

http://www.barhamprimary.co.uk/page/?title=Pupil+Targets&pid=110


Reading



Writing



Maths- Number



Maths – Geometry & Other 



Science



Assessment Framework
English



Assessment Framework Maths



Assessment framework 

Science



Assessment
 Teacher assessment is shared through bespoke             targets 

given to children on a daily basis and to           parents during 
Parent/Teacher meetings or conversations at the end of the 
day. End of year assessment will be shared in the report. 

 Assessment is based on the framework criteria (alongside 
bands/targets) 

 Writing and Science are assessed separately from SATs. 

 SATs cover Reading, Maths and 
Spelling/Grammar/Punctuation. The assessment papers are 
embedded in the curriculum and are part of normal teaching.

 We would appreciate your support in not over focussing on the 
tests aspect so children don’t become anxious or stressed. 

 The scores are not shared as they are only used by the teacher 
alongside the assessment framework. Teachers will identify the 
gaps in children’s learning and use these to plan accordingly 
to fill the gaps so children leave Year 2 academically ready for 
KS2. 



What are SATs?

 Standard Assessment Tasks (SATs)

 Children will be taking part nationally

 This will tell whether the children are working at the 

national standard, above, working at a greater depth 

(mastery) or below.

 Children who are working well below the national 

standard may not take part.

 Assessment will be spread across the month of May.



What is tested?

At the end of Year 2, children will take SATs in:

 Reading

 English grammar, punctuation and spelling

 Mathematics

SATs have to be carried out during May but there are no set dates 
nationally – this will be a school decision.



MATHEMATICS 
Paper 1: (15 mins)

Arithmetic



 Children will not be able to use any 
tools such as calculators or number 
lines.

MATHEMATICS 
Paper 2: (355 mins)

Reasoning



READING 
Paper 1: Selection of text, with scattered 

comprehension questions (15 mins)



Reading
Paper 2: Reading booklet of a selection of 

passages, question booklet(15 mins)



English: Grammar, Spelling 

and Punctuation

 Paper 1: Grammar and punctuation written task (20 mins)

 Paper 2: Grammar, Punctuation and Vocabulary Test (20 mins) 

 Paper 3: 20 Word Spelling Test (15 mins)



How to support your child

 Ensure your child gets plenty of sleep and has a good breakfast  

in the morning to help them concentrate during the day

 Try to give your child the chance to get some exercise and fresh air after the 

school day has finished.

 Whenever possible, dedicate a quiet, comfortable place for children to study 

and practise strategies needed for the tests

 Support with Home Learning whenever possible and remind the children to ask 

the teacher if they are struggling. 

 Practise handwriting and letter/number formation (Letterjoin application)

 Read every day in English AND in your home language. (reading record books 

with reading behaviours and newsletter)

 Go to the library to borrow books about the topics children are learning about

 Watch documentaries

 Ask your child what is the most interesting thing they learned during the day.



Any Questions?

Thank You


